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THE previous three articles in this series addressed
Penny the Penguin’s implementation of an ipta-

bles-based packet filtering firewall to protect her network
from the outside while allowing her to use Internet resources
from inside. A secondary, but still important, consideration,
was to allow her to use Network Address Translation (NAT)
so that she can, internally, have as many hosts as she likes,
with as many services as she likes, without exhausting the
limited range of IP addresses granted by her ISP.

Now that Penny has established connectivity, she will
move to the most vital of her externally visible services,
which is name resolution. No one is going to remember that Ice
Floe Housing is at IP address 10.23.46.57. However, icefloe-
housing.com is pretty easy to recall. Thus, the fundamental
task that Penny needs to accomplish is to provide the mapping
from 10.23.46.57 to www.icefloehousing.com.

ACQUIRING THE DOMAIN NAME

This step is something Penny should have done (and in our
story, did) way back when she got her connectivity from her
ISP. She needs to go to a registrar — a company that hands
out domain names — and register the domain name she
wants. In addition to her domain name, she will need the
names and addresses of two DNS servers. Most registrars
will offer to host DNS for you, often at an additional fee.
Penny, of course, wants to handle this herself.

It is a good idea to put your name servers on different
networks. Penny will do this by providing one name server
herself and asking her friend Wally the Walrus over at wal-
lythewalrus.com if she can use his nameserver for her backup,
or secondary, DNS. Wally, being an accommodating sort, has
agreed to do this.

Therefore, Penny needs to register her domain using the
information shown in Figure 1.

Penny could use any number of registries to accomplish
this. In my experience, I have been very happy with
joker.com — they are inexpensive at 12 Euros per year, their
service is excellent, and their Web interface is quite usable. I
have been very unhappy with Network Solutions/Verisign,
who are not only more expensive than most of their competi-
tors, but are very slow to update zones, and their advertising
practices are dubious at best: Recently I renewed two of my
domains hosted with competing registries. Shortly thereafter,
I received something in the mail that looked very much like
an invoice from Verisign for domain renewal. As it happened,
it was actually a solicitation for change-of-registrar for the
two domains I had just renewed. I was not taken in because I
have a small number of domains and manage them myself,
and was able to quickly ascertain that the domains had indeed
been renewed, and not with Verisign. I neither owed them any
money, nor would anything happen to my domains if I did not
send money to Verisign. Further, this is certainly not a unique
experience, but rather a deliberate marketing tactic: Verisign
has had several suits brought against it for this practice, as
reported by CNN at http://www.cnn.com/2002/TECH/industry/
06/07/verisign.lawsuit.reut/index.html.

Penny and Wally agree that she will provide the master copy
of the information; all he will need to do is set up his name
server so that it is a slave for the icefloehousing.com zone.

SETTING UP DNS RECORDS

Reverse DNS
There is a second part to DNS: Not only should you be able

to map from a name to an IP address, but from the IP address
back to a name. For example, many mail servers are configured
to refuse connections from IP addresses that lack a corre-
sponding name. (Many fewer care what this name is; they
merely require that some record exists.) Penny needs to contact
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Antarctica OnLine and make sure that either
they will supply reverse DNS for her, or that
they will delegate the reverse block to her
servers (Antarctica OnLine owns the net-
work address block; what this delegation
means is that, if they get any requests for
reverse translation of 10.23.46.57-62, they
will simply pass that request down the line
to 10.23.46.57, where Penny will return a
name corresponding to that IP address). To
make life more interesting, let’s assume that
the latter is the case.

Setting Up the Zone Files
Now Penny needs to actually create the

zone files. Let’s assume she is running
BIND version 8, which ships with major
Linux distributions. BIND 9 is also avail-
able, and is useful for very large or complex
sites — in fact, Penny could even use some
of its facilities, as we will see later — but
BIND 8 is ubiquitous and well understood.

named.conf
The first thing she will need to do is to set up

her configuration file for the service “named”
(“name daemon”). This file is usually in
/etc/named.conf, and during installation, it will
have been installed with default values for
“localhost” and, probably, name service
caching. She will need to add two entries to the
bottom of it, one for the reverse zone (mapping
IP to name) and one for the forward zone
(mapping name to IP). Thus, at the end of
/etc/named.conf, Penny should add the code
shown in Figure 2. Wally the Walrus needs to
configure his name server at 10.100.200.20
with the entry shown in Figure 3.

The only tricky thing about this is the
format of the reverse zone records. Name
records are structured from most specific to
most general: .com is more general than
foo.com, which is more general than
www.foo.com. IP addresses are structured
the opposite way, and run from most general
to most specific. Therefore, for addresses to
be represented within DNS, which operates
from most specific to most general, it is nec-
essary to turn the address around. All IP
addresses reside within the logical domain
“in-addr.arpa”: “internet address, which is a
subdivision of the Advanced Research
Projects Agency.” ARPA control of the
Internet is, of course, purely historical by now.

The name of the reverse file is not very
intuitive: Effectively, it is her network address
concatenated with the size of the netmask —
since she has eight reserved IP addresses, the

first of which is the network address and the
last is the broadcast address, she has a 29-bit
netmask (equivalent to 255.255.255.248). If
you would like further information, RFC
2317 contains the specification for “classless
IN-ADDR.ARPA delegation.”

Having done that, she needs to create
the two files “10.23.46.56-29.zone” and
“icefloehousing.zone” in the directory

where named keeps its zone files; this is, by
convention, /var/named.

FORWARD ZONE FILE

Penny’s forward zone file will be
“/var/named/icefloehousing.zone” and it
will contain all the name-to-IP mappings.
The first section is a boilerplate Start of
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FIGURE 1: ICE FLOE HOUSING’S DOMAIN NAME AND NAMESERVERS 

zone “46.23.10.in-addr.arpa” {
type master;
file “10.23.46.56-29.zone”;

};
zone “icefloehousing.com” {

type master;
allow-transfer { 10.100.200.20; };
file “icefloehousing.zone”;

};

FIGURE 2: PENNY’S /ETC/NAMED.CONF

zone “icefloehousing.com” {
type slave;
masters { 10.23.46.57; };
file “slave/icefloehousing.zone”;

};

FIGURE 3: WALLY’S /ETC/NAMED.CONF 

$TTL 86400
@ IN SOA icefloehousing.com. penny\@icefloehousing.com. (

2002080100     ; Serial
10800         ; 3 hr. Refresh
3600         ; 1 hr. Retry
604800        ; 1 wk. Expire
86400         ; 1 day min. TTL

)

IN NS gw.icefloehousing.com.

gw IN A 10.23.46.57
router IN A 10.23.46.62
host2 IN A 10.23.46.58
host3 IN A 10.23.46.59
host4 IN A 10.23.46.60
host5 IN A 10.23.36.61

ns                IN CNAME gw
ns1               IN CNAME gw
dns               IN CNAME gw
gateway          IN CNAME gw
http              IN CNAME gw
www               IN CNAME gw
mail             IN CNAME gw
smtp              IN CNAME gw
news              IN CNAME gw
imap              IN CNAME gw
pop3              IN CNAME gw
pop               IN CNAME gw
web               IN CNAME gw

* IN MX gw
icefloehousing.com. IN MX gw

FIGURE 4: ZONE FILE FOR ICEFLOEHOUSING.COM 
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Authority record, defining who maintains
this zone and how long records for it should
persist. The serial number must increment
each time the zone file is changed, or other
hosts will not know to pick up the newer
zone. I prefer to use the date plus a two-digit
change number as my serial number — if I
have to change my zone file more than 100
times a day, something strange is going on.

The next section defines her hosts with
“A” (“Address”) records. Through force of
habit, I always write “A” as “IN A”, which
is “INternet Address,” but the “IN” is entirely
optional. The only address visible to the
outside world will be her gateway machine
at 10.23.46.57. However, since she has the
range from 57 to 62 assigned to her, she will
add records for each address in that range.

Next, she adds aliases with “CNAME”
(“pointer to Canonical NAME”) records for
common services, so that hosts connecting
to www.icefloehousing.com or mail.icefloe-
housing.com will be able to reach her as
well. Finally, MX records are defined for
Penny so that mail sent to her will be deliv-
ered; the “*” is a wildcard MX record that
says “no matter what host name in icefloe-
housing.com, deliver it here.” See Figure 4.

REVERSE ZONE FILE

The reverse zone, which will be called
/var/named 10.23.45.56-29.zone, is almost
the same. PTR (“PoinTeR”) records replace
the A records, but the idea is very similar, as
shown in Figure 5.

This completes the view of Penny’s DNS
from the outside. However, she is not done
yet! She needs to make DNS work from
inside her network as well. This is where
things get trickier.

DNS INSIDE PENNY’S NETWORK

Remember that the view of icefloehous-
ing.com changes depending on where you are
standing. From outside Penny’s network, any-
thing from icefloehousing.com should appear
to come from 10.23.46.57, and conversely, all
icefloehousing.com hostnames map onto
10.23.46.57. However, inside Penny’s net-
work, there are four hosts, 192.168.1.1-4.
These hosts are not visible from the outside
(their addresses are non-routable and they are
behind NAT), but Penny needs to know about
them internally. Therefore, she must find a
way to make names resolve differently inside
and outside her network.

SPLIT-HORIZON DNS

Using clever variants on the allow-query
parameter in named.conf, it is possible for
Penny to return different answers for name
service queries, depending from where the
query comes. We could use this to imple-
ment a view of her network-addressing
scheme, from the inside, that contained
information about her hosts not visible to
queries from outside her network. BIND 9
makes this significantly easier than BIND 8
did, which is why I said earlier that Penny
could possibly benefit from BIND 9.

SEPARATE DNS SERVERS

However, why should she bother? Split-
horizon DNS is harder to maintain and more
error prone than simple zone files. Since

Penny has a server inside her network, it
will be easier for her to simply set up DNS
on that machine, with zone files reflecting
the structure of her internal network. This
machine is 192.168.1.2, named “server.ice-
floehousing.com.” Penny needs to add the
code in Figure 6 to /etc/named.conf. Then
her reverse zone file, /var/named/
192.168.1.zone, would look like Figure 7.

The only new thing here is the $GENER-
ATE directive. This one is easy to understand:
The first argument is the range of numbers
to generate; the rest is the line that ends up
in the zone file, and “$” is replaced with the
generated number. The “IN” that has thus
far preceded my records does not work in
$GENERATE statements, which is why I
left it out.

There are no hosts defined yet which
would occupy the generated range, but
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$TTL 86400
@ IN SOA 56.46.23.10.in-addr.arpa. penny\@icefloehousing.com. (

2002080100    ; Serial
10800         ; 3 hr. Refresh
3600          ; 1 hr. Retry
604800         ; 1 wk. Expire
86400        ; 1 day min. TTL

)

IN NS gw.icefloehousing.com.

57 IN PTR gw.icefloehousing.com.
58 IN PTR host2.icefloehousing.com.
59 IN PTR host3.icefloehousing.com.
60 IN PTR host4.icefloehousing.com.
61 IN PTR host5.icefloehousing.com.
62 IN PTR router.icefloehousing.com.

FIGURE 5: REVERSE ZONE FILE FOR ICEFLOEHOUSING.COM 

zone “1.168.192.in-addr.arpa” {
type master;
file “192.168.1.zone”;

};
zone “icefloehousing.com” {

type master;
file “icefloehousing.zone”;

};

FIGURE 6: /ETC/NAMEDE.CONF FOR ICE FLOE HOUSING’S INTERNAL DNS 

$TTL 86400
@ IN SOA icefloehousing.com penny\@icefloehousing.com. (

2002080100   ; Serial
10800         ; 3 hr. Refresh
3600           ; 1 hr. Retry
604800       ; 1 wk. Expire
86400        ; 1 day min. TTL

)
168.192.in-addr.arpa.           IN NS server.icefloehousing.com.

1 IN PTR gw.icefloehousing.com.
2 IN PTR server.icefloehousing.com.
3 IN PTR desktop.icefloehousing.com.
4 IN PTR laptop.icefloehousing.com.
$GENERATE 5-254 $ PTR host$.icefloehousing.com.

FIGURE 7: REVERSE ZONE FILE FOR ICE FLOE HOUSING’S INTERNAL DNS 
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when we do DHCP later on, it will be handy
to have host names preassigned.

The forward zone file, /var/named/
icefloehousing.zone, contains the code
shown in Figure 8.

Now Penny is done: All hosts on her net-
work will use 192.168.1.2, server.icefloe-
housing.com, as their nameserver. This
includes gw.icefloehousing.com; it should
believe that it is part of her network.
However, when it is queried for name reso-
lution, it will return not what it believes is
the correct address for a host name —
which will be the inside-the-network view
— but what its zone files contain, which is
the external-to-Penny’s-network view.

OTHER RESOURCES

DNS is a big topic, and I have barely
scratched the surface. My favorite book on the
subject is Paul Albitz and Cricket Liu’s DNS
and Bind, published by O’Reilly and Associates.
An excellent resource is www.isc.org/
products/BIND/docs/index.html, which is the
root of BIND’s online documentation.

CONCLUSION

Now Penny has name resolution set up
correctly for everyone. Names resolve to IP
addresses and IP addresses resolve to
names. Name resolution differs — as it
should — depending on whether the querying
host is inside or outside Penny’s network,
since her internal network should not be vis-
ible to the outside world.

Next month, I will demonstrate how to set
up DHCP so that Penny can simply plug
hosts into her network and have them
assigned hostnames, IP addresses, name-
servers, and routing information.  
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$TTL 86400
@ IN SOA icefloehousing.com. penny\@icefloehousing.com. (

2002080100     ; Serial
10800         ; 3 hr. Refresh
3600          ; 1 hr. Retry
604800         ; 1 wk. Expire
86400          ; 1 day min. TTL

)
IN NS gw.icefloehousing.com.

gw IN A 192.168.1.1
server IN A 192.168.1.2
desktop IN A 192.168.1.3
laptop IN A 192.168.1.4

ns                IN CNAME server
ns1               IN CNAME server
dns               IN CNAME server
gateway          IN CNAME server
http              IN CNAME server
www               IN CNAME server
mail             IN CNAME server
smtp              IN CNAME server
news              IN CNAME server
imap              IN CNAME server
pop3              IN CNAME server
pop               IN CNAME server
web               IN CNAME server

$GENERATE 5-254 host$ A 192.168.1.$

* IN MX server
icefloehousing.com. IN MX server

FIGURE 8: ZONE FILE FOR ICE FLOE HOUSING INTERNAL DNS 


